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Miniland, the brand that connects the talent of parents, 
educators and children in early childhood, present you its 
new baby products collection.

In this catalogue you will find our products for feeding 
babies collection inspired by the Mediterranean Sea, 
and designed in Europe, that has everything you need to 
spend a day out with the little ones in a safe way.

Let’s relax and enjoy the Mediterranean way of life!



Mediterranean 
Collection
  Reflecting the true Mediterranean spirit

The Mediterranean Sea and its colors inspire this new 
Miniland feeding collection – which invites you to enjoy 
a relaxed way of life and to go out to breathe fresh air with 
your family.

A joyful and safe feeding collection that reflects the true 
Mediterranean spirit, helping Mom and Dad have fun with 
their little ones, with no worries.

The Mediterranean Miniland Feeding Collection includes 
thermal insulated containers for liquids and solids that 
keep their temperature for many hours to preserve its 
content. Matching isothermal bags will help you carry 
the containers to your destination, wherever you decide 
to spend the day out. In your picnic or day at the beach, 
you cannot miss our anatomic cutlery that evolves as your 
baby grows. And accessories like Mediterranean pacifier 
case, lets you have everything essential on hand and ready 
to use when needed.

Are you ready?
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MEDITERRANEAN COLLECTION 

89350 insulated bottle 12 oz

89351 insulated bottle 17 oz

89352 insulated container

89349 thermetic

89332 thermibag 12 oz

89331 thermibag 17 oz

89330 thermibag double

89366 picneat sea

89367 picneat coral

89359 pack-2-go hermisized

89334 pacipocket
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89350  12 oz   89351  17 oz   

insulated bottle
Range of insulated bottles with rubbery finish

89350 UPC 8413082893507  /  89351 UPC 8413082893514

Maintains the temperature of liquids for more than 24 hours.
The Miniland insulated bottles are highly resistant and effective thanks 
to their dual steel wall with an exclusive aluminum layer, their vacuum 
chamber and the double-cap system.
Fun exterior design
Endowed with attractive colours, a fun design and soft to the touch with 
a rubbery exterior.
Materials endowed with exceptional quality
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low thermal conductivity 
and very good resistance to high temperatures, being the most appropriate 
material for food storage.
Easy pouring system
Parents will not spill a drop of the content thanks to their easy pouring 
and ‘click on, click off’ locking systems that allows to open and close the 
insulated bottles with a single finger and without the need of unscrewing 
the internal plug.
The baby’s meals always ready
Parents can prepare the baby’s food at home and take it anywhere, 
maintaining the desired temperature for many hours.
Detachable and easy to clean
Both the insulated bottles cap, which can be used as a glass, and the valve 
are unscrewable, facilitating the cleaning of all components.
Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.

Content 1 piece

CPQ 6 units

9¾”

89350  12 oz 89351  17 oz

7¾”
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89352      

insulated container 
with case
20 oz insulated container for solid food in rubbery finish

UPC 8413082893521

For all types of solid food
Ideal for the first mushes to all kinds of solid food.
Materials endowed with exceptional quality. The best on the market!
Endowed with double steel wall and an exclusive aluminium layer. Made 
from 18/8 steel (304 steel), which has very low thermal conductivity and 
very good resistance to high temperatures. The most suitable for food 
storage.
To take everywhere
This 20 oz insulated container has the perfect size to take it anywhere. 
The neoprene bag is fitted with a velcro seal handle which allows it to be 
conveniently hung on the stroller. In addition, it insulates from atmospheric 
temperature changes, better maintaining the temperature of hot or cold 
foods for more than 12 hours. Ensures greater safety and hygiene when 
transporting food thanks to its sealing with a double-cap seal.
Feeding from the same recipient
With a large capacity (20 oz), it is very suitable for feeding the baby 
directly without needing to pour the content into a dish or plate.
Easy opening
The lid of of this insulated container includes a button to release 
the pressure inside of it, making its opening much easier and more 
comfortable.
Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.

Content 2 pieces

CPQ 6 units

6¼”
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89349     

thermetic container 
with case
24 oz Insulated container with additional containers

UPC 8413082893491

For all types of food
Ideal from the very first mush to solid foods. different foods can be kept 
in each of its two container of 12 oz and 7 oz of capacity. Thermetic has a 
total capacity of 24 oz.
Neoprene case
The neoprene case insulates the insulated container from atmospheric 
temperature changes, better maintaining the temperature of hot or cold 
food.
To take everywhere
It has the ideal size to take it anywhere. Perfect for trips or for leaving the 
baby with someone else.
Materials endowed with exceptional quality
The interior of the insulated container is made of 18/8 steel (304 steel), 
the most suitable for food conservation.
Feeding from the containers
They are very suitable for feeding the baby directly without needing to pour 
the content into a dish or plate.
Parents can heat the food up in the microwave
Thermetic maintains food temperature for several hours. However, if 
parents want, the baby’s food can be heated up in the recipients.
Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.

Content 4 pieces ( 1 thermetic, 1 neoprene case, 2 containers: 7 and 12 oz)

CPQ 6 units

6½”
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89332  12 oz   89331  17 oz   

thermibag
Practical isothermal bag for insulated bottles

89332 UPC 8413082893323  /  89331 UPC 8413082893316

Helps maintain the temperature
An extra layer of insulation for the bottles, protecting them from changes 
in ambient temperature and helping maintain the temperature of drinks.
A cheerful touch for liquid containers of all sizes
The isothermal bags have been specially designed for insulated bottles of 
12 oz and 17 oz respectively. They are ideal for use in conjunction with 
Miniland’s insulated bottles.
Durable materials for greater protection
Made with highly durable materials that improve the conservation of the 
insulated bottles against abrasion and protects them against bumps and 
scratches.
To take anywhere
Parents will be able to choose the size which best fits each insulated bottle 
to carry it anywhere.
Perfect for travelling or for leaving the baby with someone else. Furthermore, 
the bag has a handle to hang it to the stroller with total comfort.
Upper opening with zip
You can use the insulated bottles comfortably with the zip opening at the 
top of the isothermal bag without needing to take it out.

Content 1 piece

CPQ 4 units

8¼” 9⅞”

89332  12 oz 89331  17 oz
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89330

thermibag double
Double isothermal bag for baby bottles and vacuum flasks

UPC 8413082893309

Two are better than one
This isothermal bag has been designed to hold up to two baby bottles 
and keep the temperature for both of them. This way parents can avoid 
carrying more bulk than needed. Especially designed for twins.
Helps maintain the temperature
Thanks to its lining of insulation, the double thermibag helps conserve 
foods at the ideal temperature.
Multiple uses in the same bag
It has an internal separation to prevent the rub between the two baby 
bottles and increases the isolation. In addition, the separator is removable, 
creating a wider compartment for bottles and other larger containers.
Bottles and accessories well protected
Made with highly durable materials to protect the bottles and keep them in 
suitable conditions, as well as keep the hygiene of the accessories.
To take anywhere
The perfect size to carry anywhere. Perfect for travelling or for leaving your 
baby with someone else. Furthermore, the bag has a handle so that you 
can hang it to the stroller with total comfort.

Content 1 piece

CPQ 4 units

9½”
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89366 sea  89367 coral

picneat
A practical set of anatomical development cutlery with a 
protective case

89366 sea UPC 8413082893668  /  89367 coral UPC 8413082893675

Anatomical cutlery for all your baby’s stages.
This cutlery set consists of a soft spoon which is easy on the gums for the 
introduction of food, a great capacity spoon and a round-tipped fork for 
greater safety.
To take anywhere always clean!
The safe-locking case ensures parents can always store the cutlery in a 
hygienic manner. Moreover, this accessory allows the cutlery to be taken 
anywhere in the simplest and most convenient manner.
Learning to eat on their own!
The handles are ergonomic and extremely easy and convenient for 
a baby´s little hands to grasp. This excellent cutlery will help babies to 
practice eating on their own.
Manufactured in Europe with top-quality materials
This product is manufactured in Europe with top-quality materials, 
guaranteeing the cutlery is both highly resistant and proofed against the 
naughtiest toddlers. It is also BPA free.
Suitable for dishwashers
The cutlery and case may be washed in dishwashers.

Content 4 pieces

CPQ 6 units

89366

89367

8¼"
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89359     

pack-2-go hermisized
Practical isothermal bag with 2 graduated airtight containers

UPC 8413082893590

In the countryside, at the beach or in the park
It is the perfect size to take it anywhere. In addition, the bag can be 
conveniently handled or hung from the stroller. and will help to maintain 
the food temperature.
Made in Spain with exceptional quality
Two graduated airtight containers of 8 oz of capacity, made in Spain from 
highly resistant materials.
For all types of solid or liquid food
Ideal for the first mushes and all kinds of solid foods, from aperitifs and 
snacks to desserts.
Well suited to other liquid foods such as broths, purees or natural juices.
Conserving breast milk
Very suitable for storing breast milk, either to be drunk on the same day or 
for storing for longer in the freezer.
Frozen food with every guarantee
The baby’s food is stored in the freezer and can be unfrozen or heated up 
in the baby bottle warmer or microwave in the hermetic container itself.
Accurately controls the baby’s meals
The measurements on the container allow the baby’s meals to be adapted 
to the baby’s needs.
Easy to clean
The bag is impermeable so it doesn’t absorb stains and can be cleaned 
with a damp cloth. The hermetic containers are suitable for the dishwasher.

Content 3 pieces

CPQ 6 units

3⅜”
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89334     

pacipocket
Woven pacifier case with a carry handle

UPC 8413082893347

Pacifiers always stay clean
It protects the pacifier from impurities and external agents, keeping it 
always clean, whether at home or on a walk, carrying it comfortably and 
hygienically.
Handle for comfortable carrying anywhere
It includes a handle topped by a button to attach it to the bassinet, crib, 
stroller or handbag so you always have it handy.
With a zip seal for greater safety
It ensures the pacifier is always in perfect condition thanks to its zip seal.

Content 1 piece

CPQ 12 units

5⅛”



Miniland Educational Corporation
3325 NW 70th Avenue
Miami, FL 33122
sales@minilandeducational.com
1-877-363-6464
minilandeducationalusa.com

NOTICE At Miniland we are constantly working to improve our products, so we reserve the right to make 
minor modifications to the references set out in this catalogue, always for your benefit. As this is a paper-
based printing system, it is possible that the colours shown may change from the original product, but 
without this leading to any kind of misunderstanding. Thank you very much for understanding us!


